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Joanna Kustra 
www.joannakustra.com
photographer Joanna 
Kustra explains how 

preparing before a shoot is vital to get lighting 
that looks good and is easy to edit. “first, there 
needs to be a general idea for the shoot and I 
usually talk it through with the stylist first. I look 
for inspiration online and in magazines, and 
analyse how other photographers lit their 
stories. at that point, I usually have in my head 
the mood that I’d like to achieve. on the day of 
the shoot, I usually start with one light, adding 
others as needed. I test the setup on my 
assistant while the model is being prepared, 
and then adjust it for the model. I then analyse 
the first few photos on a monitor to see what 
needs adjusting.”

PrePare  
your lighting

manIpula 
www.manipula.art.br

John gIlsenan 
www.iwantdesign.com

alba soler 
www.behance.net/albasoler

leo rocha from manipula 
explains how this juicy image was created: “the 
briefing was to make the juice box combine with 
the tree, and we came up with a concept to 
position them. we took pictures of trees, grass, 
flowers and oranges and combined them. all the 
photos were taken with the same light source, so 
when we put it all together we already had the 
correct lighting. then we created atmosphere 
effects to add depth. we washed the background 
plantation and pushed the highlights to give a 
sunny feeling. we added a lens flare to create the 
sunlight, and of course, a lot of colour, light and 
contrast effects. lighting is important; if it doesn’t 
all match you miss the magic and start looking for 
photoshop errors.”

Tasked with creating an image to celebrate the 
World Stage event, John Gilsenan from IWant design decided on 
something gritty and beautiful. “I wanted a sense of intensity, energy 
and dynamism, so the juxtaposition of images and light helps to achieve 
this. If this was a hyper-real image, then more realistic lighting would be 
essential, but in this case a sense of harmony and cohesion between 
the elements is what I think works. Each element, when placed in the 
final composition, was treated to ensure it didn’t jar with its other 
surrounding layers. The lighting would have had one of a number of 
considerations: tweaking levels, saturation, brightness and contrast.”

Photographer Alba Soler created a series of images for a calendar to help raise money 
for an early stimulation centre that treats children with developmental disabilities. “It is 
clearly an advantage to know in advance what can be achieved during processing to 

improve the picture that you are taking, but it’s a mistake to use it as a substitute for what you can do in real 
life. When it comes to lighting, getting it right in-camera is important; it will decide whether the scene is 
believable or not. All the light in this picture is from natural light, as it was shot on a sunny day. The most 
important thing is that all was placed in the picture as it was in the scene, that’s why everything is perfectly lit.”

use the same 
light source

create harmony 
between elements

shoot it right
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■ effective lighting
As a professional photographer, 
do everything to deliver the best 
lighting possible. It’s easier and 
more effective to retouch an 
image with the proper lighting

■ add Dodge and burn
I always use the non-destructive 
equivalent of the Dodge and Burn 
tools. It’s a perfect way to 
selectively enhance parts of the 
picture and emphasise highlights 
and shadows

■ adjust colour
In post-production, I added a 
slightly greenish tint to the 
backdrop and toned down the 
overall colour. I also used a 
Dodge tool to brighten all the 
highlights in the model’s hair, 
face and clothing

■ tweak light and dark
On the new layer, paint with a black soft 
brush (around 5% Opacity) the areas that 
you want to be darker, and highlight with 
a white soft brush areas that you want to 
be brighter. 10
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tomáš peterec 
www.tomaspeterec.sk
To build a photo-realistic image 
with organic structures like the 

foods in this image, Tomáš Peterec worked across 
Photoshop and 3D software, tweaking the effects 
that one created with the other. “I used Photoshop 
during the whole process, from the very little and 
easy things to more difficult tasks. For the lighting in 
the rendering program, I used a self-made 
panoramic HDR image with sky and sun. In 
Photoshop, I created a HDR picture which I bent to 
panorama. Most advanced rendering programs are 
able to generate light from HDRi panoramas. After 
that, the only thing was to set the light direction and 
render 3D scenes and colour. I slightly edited the 
result in Photoshop with curves and then finally 
added saturation.”

tweak renDereD 
lighting

fábIo arauJo 
www.behance.net/fabioaraujoKevIn roodhoorst 

www.kevinroodhorst.com

salem al 
langawI 
www.salemallangawiart.com

vIctor novaK 
www.higher. sk

To create this stunning surreal 
photomanipulation, Fábio 
Araujo applied a series of 

lighting techniques to draw the elements in the 
image together, including the tried and tested Dodge 
and Burn. “I wanted to create a surreal manipulation, 
and came up with the idea of a lone fisherman. 
Some of the lighting techniques I used to achieve this 
were Point Light and the Dodge and Burn tools. I use 
Dodge and Burn in almost all my work and mix 
various textures for a more realistic effect. Although I 
don’t have one favourite Photoshop tool for lighting, 
merging textures always produces amazing effects.”

to create a breathtaking perfume advert, Kevin roodhoorst used adjustment layers to 
set the wintry lighting and add atmosphere to the image. “my idea was to replace the 
original glass of the perfume with a flow of frozen liquid and to create a landscape that 

would match the concept.” to light the image, Kevin combined 3d renders with photoshop techniques. 
“when you use adjustment layers for light effects, you get very nice results,” he says.

digital painter salem al 
langawi added light to this 

magical image inspired by his sons using a brush 
technique. “each element was created on a 
separate layer: the background, the boy, the 
butterfly and finally the light effect. In order to 
make the character the focal point, I made the 
strong light source hazy. I achieved this by using a 
custom-made basic soft round brush. It also 
allowed me to achieve the mystical mist of a 
magical forest. this brush has a much lower 
hardness rate as well as a 1% transfer rate, and its 
opacity and flow was set to 100%.”

Victor Novak from brand agency 
Higher, designed the logo and 

packaging for fruit drink, Vita V and then created product 
shots for web and brochure use, making sure the 
lighting on the bottles matched the way it was presented 
online and in print. “The main goals we pursued were to 
be different from competitors and to create not just the 
design, but a strong foundation for a unique visual style 
which we’d be able to develop in future marketing 
materials. To create the lighting on the packaging itself, 
we added additional layers with overlay, screen and soft 
light blending options and then used a soft brush to paint 
these on to create the effect. We use mixed techniques: 
shooting objects, then combining, retouching and 
polishing them in Photoshop. When it came to 
visualising the package design in the marketing 
materials, we were fortunate because the overall visual 
style is light, and it was not hard to blend our packaging 
design with brochures and website. To achieve realistic 
blending in different lighting environments, the designer 
needs to remember two things about how colours work 
in a real life: dark colours are more saturated than light 
colours, and in the shadowed or darker areas, the 
saturation of colours fades away.”

DoDge anD burnuse aDjustment layers

Paint light

cross Project 
lighting
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JodI Jones 
www.jodijonesstudio.com
Art director and fashion photographer Jodi Jones gives a 
single image two very different treatments. “I photographed 
the model with a Broncolor Scoro pack and a Para 88 lighting 

modifier. This makes such a huge difference when bringing the files into 
Photoshop, as the quality of light that Broncolor makes is simply the best. I barely 
had to use any healing brush on her skin. My original intention was to do a very 
‘light and dreamy’ beauty shot, so the first thing I did when opening the file in 

Photoshop’s Camera Raw program was to bring down the clarity a touch and 
bring up the exposure about half a stop. I masked out the skin, taking out some 
of the colour, but dodging was the key to this image. I also used the Saturation 
brush to pop the eyes and lips a bit. For the dark and edgy look, I duplicated my 
Dodge/Burn layer once more and blended the two layers together with the 
Linear Burn Blending mode. I finished by taking down the Saturation once more 
and using Color Balance to give me the tone I wanted.” 

Play with extremes

001
The original bottle shape started 
out as a stock image

003
Adding reflections to glass and liquid 
surfaces gives a realistic edge

005
I started with a plain background and 
combined it with landscape stock photos

002
I removed the glass and a few 
other parts, then added liquid

004
Lighting effects on the bottle were 
rendered then tweaked

006
clip an adjustment, inverse the mask and 
paint on the light for an even effect
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